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Many would like to be counted amongst the unbanned after all the tests they passed, but who wants to stay in quarantine anymore? That way lies the maximum possible risk of catching their 9th infection. Even has tried to explain about his bipolarity to Emma, but he simply can't do it. Each time Emma tries to get to know him better and to understand him, he feels even more guilty and disconnected. Emma starts to wonder why he can't tell her what he really thinks, but realize there is no way she could handle his truth. The two are moving in different directions, and leaving each other is one of the only options both of them accept. Then came the comp, which was
the tournament proper. He had no practice rounds, and seemed to make the numbers (8-9 twice) against the Stacey/Amy. The good news was that after the replay with Stacey he went 1-5, missing some of the greens and the long pins with fairway drivers. He said he had never met her like this, and when I told him that Stacey had played in the Kayak at the RHS she was saying that he and Gary had seen her win it on their practice round, he seemed genuinely shocked. I told him they probably had seen her but hadnt realised she was playing in the same tournament, and that it was a full round of golf, not just one or two holes as was usually the case. In retrospect, I

now understand why she failed to secure the win, she had been sizing up the competition, she didnt need to win, she just needed to beat them all. Well she has won, she is the new golf captain, something I did not think would ever happen. For her it would be a huge success, for me it was a huge failure. We were two people who were meant to get married and now only one is left. Anyway, as I said, it wasnt long before I started to feel a bit low. I did not go out, I could not sit around and let Stacey and Alex have whatever they wanted to in our home. She had broken my trust, her lie had broken my heart and we no longer had much in common. We had nothing in
common. Our relationship was over.
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